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Abstra t
The hoi e of a set of primitives an strongly
e e t the performan e of geneti programming. The design of su h a set remains more
of an art than a s ien e. We look at a joint
approa h that ombines both hand- oding
and geneti programming to de ne and rene primitives in the ontext of a reating
distribute ontrol ode for modular robots.
We give some rules of thumb for designing
and re ning sets of primitives, illustrating the
rules with lessons we learned in the ourse of
solving several problems in ontrol ode for
modular robots.

1

INTRODUCTION

It is well-known, from various \no free lun h" theorems, that no single approa h an e e tively solve
all problems (Wolpert, 1996; Wolpert and Me ready,
1997). Thus it is ne essary to tailor te hniques to the
problem at hand. For geneti programming this tailoring an be done in three primary ways: hoosing the
primitives, hoosing the tness fun tions, and hoosing
parameters for the algorithm su h as the per entage of
use of various operators. Here we look at the problem
of e e tively hoosing primitives.
We des ribe te hniques for and experien es with the
joint use of geneti programming and hand- oding to
design and re ne sets of primitives for a variety of modular roboti s problems. The reation of de entralized
ontrol software for modular robots is a diÆ ult problem due to both the de entralized nature of the software and the fa t that the onne tivity relations between the modules onstantly hange. Yet, in spite of
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these diÆ ulties, or perhaps be ause of them, modular
roboti s provides an ideal domain in whi h to experiment with automated software generation methods;
there are many roboti tasks that are easily spe i ed
but for whi h it is highly non-obvious what distributed
software would reate the desired behavior.
Ideally, for the problem of roboti ontrol, a set of
primitives ould be derived dire tly from a des ription
of the hardware apabilities. While a des ription of
su h apabilities is an ex ellent pla e to start, nding a solution given only the most basi a tions an
be prohibitively time onsuming. Another approa h is
to tailor the primitives to the task, whi h may require
signi ant development time. In fa t, the development
time required for the primitives an approa h that of
a tually solving the problem. We take an intermediate
approa h. Ex ept for primitives that en ode information spe i to the problem (as opposed to its solution), we try to provide primitives that would appear
to be useful in a wide range of problems and are still
reasonably low-level. We use insights gained from both
human and ma hine attempts to solve the problems to
design e e tive sets of primitives.

2

MODULAR ROBOTIC
HARDWARE AND SIMULATOR

2.1 TELECUBE MODULES
Modular self-re on gurable robots are systems onsisting of a olle tion of simple and identi al roboti modules that an form onne tions to and move relative
to ea h other (Yim, 1994; Murata et. al., 1994; Rus
and Vona, 2000). These modules fun tion together to
produ e an overall behavior of the robot, analogous
to the way ells in a body fun tion together. The fa t
that both the onne tivity and relative positions of the
modules an hange allows the overall robot to re ongure and take on di erent shapes. Modular roboti

ules. Ea h module has a small memory apa ity, whi h
is initialized to all zeros. We also give the modules simple omputational abilities su h as the apability to
determine the opposite of a given dire tion, the ability
to generate a random dire tion, and to al ulate and
store the value of ea h of its position oordinates.

2.3 TELECUBE SIMULATOR

Figure 1: One tele ube module.
systems provide possible bene ts in terms of exibility,
adaptability, and robustness.

2.2 MODULE CAPABILITIES
2.2.1 Physi al Capabilities
The robot modules we onsider are the TeleCube modules urrently being developed at Xerox PARC and
shown in Figure 1 (Suh et. al., 2002). They are similar in design to modules being designed and build at
Dartmouth (Rus and Vona, 2000), whi h an expand
in two dimensions. The modules are ube shaped with
an extendable arm on all six fa es. The arms are assumed to extend independently up to half of the body
length, giving the robot modules an overall 2:1 expansion ratio. For simpli ity, we restri t the arms to fully
extended or fully retra ted states. The expansion and
ontra tion of these arms provide the modules with
their only form of motion. Lat hes on the plates at
the end of ea h arm allow two aligned modules to onne t to ea h other. The arm motion together with
the lat hing and unlat hing apability means that the
onne tivity topology of a modular robot an hange
greatly over time. As shown in (Vassilvitskii et. al.,
2002), this motion is suÆ ient to enable arbitrary reon guration within a large lass of shapes.

The experiments reported here were run by onne ting
FXPAL's geneti programming system to a simulator,
written by J. Kubi a and S. Vassilvitskii, for the TeleCube modular robots. The module ontrol ode is
represented in a LISP-like parse tree that is evaluated
on e per time step for ea h module.

3

PROBLEM CONTEXTS

For all of the problems des ribed here we are interested
in a ompletely de entralized solution in whi h the desired global behavior of the robot emerges from ontrol
ode that is run lo ally on ea h of the modules that
make up the robot. De entralized ontrol software is
a hallenging domain to begin with, and the fa t that
the onne tivity relations between the modules onstantly hange makes modular roboti problems even
harder. The ollaboration between hand- oding and
automati generation of solutions is des ribed below
in the ontext of three spe i modular roboti ontrol problems to whi h we have applied this te hnique:
the tunnel problem, the ltering membrane problem,
and the sorting membrane problem.

2.2.2 Sensors, Communi ation, and Memory

The tunnel problem onsists of a long thin world, 40
x 10 x 2 arm lengths, that is en losed on all sides by
walls. During ea h of the trials an obje t is pla ed
randomly \in" one of the long walls. This means that
a module adja ent to this lo ation along the wall an
sense the obje t, but will not be blo ked by it or stu k
behind it while moving along the wall. The goal of the
modules is to nd the obje t and all move as lose to
it as possible. Thus, we de ne our tness fun tion as
the sum of ea h module's distan e to the obje t at the
end of a run. The modules start out as a 3 x 3 x 1 grid
on guration in one orner of the world.

Ea h module is assumed to have simple sensing and
ommuni ation abilities that resemble those that will
be given to the TeleCube modules urrently being built
at Xerox PARC. Modules an send limited bandwidth
messages to their immediate neighbors. Ea h module is also assumed to be able to sense onta t at the
end of ea h arm, sense how far ea h of their arms is
extended, determine whether they are onne ted to a
neighboring module, and dete t nearby, adja ent mod-

The membrane problems onsist of a membrane, a
three-dimensional latti e of modules, and a foreign
obje t whi h, depending on its attributes, should or
should not be a epted into the membrane and manipulated by it. In the ase of a ltering membrane,
the obje t is either a epted or reje ted. A epted obje ts are passed through the membrane and out the
bottom, whereas reje ted obje ts remain on top. A
sorting membrane a epts all obje ts, but sorts them

along some axis. We looked at the ase of a binary
sorting membrane, whi h moves an obje t towards one
of two opposite ends depending on its value. For both
membrane problems we use tness fun tions that measure the distan e of the obje t from where it ought
to end up and a penalty for the membrane breaking
apart. Sin e the modules are unable to dire tly grasp
or pull the obje ts, all solutions to the membrane problem require the use of gravity, by having modules move
out from under the obje ts and allowing them to fall
through the membrane. For more details on the membrane problems, in luding some pi tures, see (Kubi a
and Rie el, 2002).

4

RELATED WORK

A number of resear hers have looked at enabling a geneti programming system to add primitives on its own
in the ourse of its runs. Approa hes in lude ADFs
(Koza, 1994), libraries (Angeline and Polla k, 1994),
subroutines (Ros a and Ballard, 1996), and subtree
en apsulation (Roberts et al., 2001). While su h te hniques might help with some of the problems we des ribe here, we are parti ularly interested in how to
add primitives that the system would be unlikely to
nd for itself. Furthermore, there are many situations, perhaps the majority, in whi h one is most interested in solving the problem at hand in any way
possible, rather than being on erned about the extent to whi h the solution was automati ally attained.
We hope that what we write here an help others to
have more produ tive ollaborations with a geneti
programming system in order to more e e tively solve
pra ti al problems of interest.
The problem of automati ode generation for modular robots has also seen interest re ently. Kubi a
et. al. (Kubi a et. al., 2001) hand- oded ontrol
programs for internal obje t manipulation with robots
made of TeleCube modules. Bennett et. al. (Bennett
et. al., 2001) used geneti programming to generate
distributed ontrol programs for modular robots onsisting of sliding-style modules (Bennett and Rie el,
2000; Pame ha et al., 1996). It is important to note
however that this sliding-style module design enables
movement with primitive operations dire tly suggested
by the hardware. In parti ular, movement in that setting, unlike for the TeleCube modules, does not require
expli it onne tion and dis onne tion a tions. Thus
movement in their ase avoids some of the diÆ ulties
we fa ed when attempting to generate e e tive software for robots made from Tele ube style modules.

5

DEVELOPING EFFECTIVE SETS
OF PRIMITIVES

5.1 BASIC PRIMITIVES
Ea h of the basi apabilities of the modules an be
aptured by a primitive operation.



Physi al a tions:
(ExtendArm dire tion),
(Retra tArm
dire tion),
(Conne t
dire tion), (Dis onne t dire tion)



Communi ation: (SendMessage dire tion type
value), (GetMessage dire tion type)



Sensors:




(HasNeighbor
dire tion),
(ReadSensorNeighborDist
dire tion),
(ReadSensorObje tDist dire tion)

Memory:

value)

(ReadReg index), (SetReg index

Other:
(OppDirdire tion dire tion),
(RandDir), and (GetX), (GetY), (GetZ).

In addition to these module spe i primitive, we allow the module ontrol programs to use the following
basi programming primitives: (Add), (Sub), (If),
(ProgN) (LT), (And), and (Not), and the numeri
onstants 0.0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, and 1.0.
The primitives des ribed above all mirror basi hardware apabilities of Tele ube modules. For more details on these primitives, see (Kubi a and Rie el,
2002). However these primitives do not form an optimal set of primitives for either a human or a geneti
programming system to onstru t e e tive software for
the tasks we des ribed above. We look at how geneti
programming experiments and hand- oding attempts
together enabled the development of e e tive sets of
primitives.

5.2 INITIAL CHOICE OF PRIMITIVES
Ask the system only to dis over a solution, not aspe ts
of the problem

One important onsideration when hoosing primitives
is to give the system full information about the problem. Even resear hers more on erned with automatially generating ode than solving problems per se and
who are resistent to giving the system any hints as to
how to solve the problem, should feel omfortable giving the system enough information so that it does not
have to guess the problem as well as the solution.
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Figure 3: Module in white moves towards right.
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Figure 2: Average solution performan e on ltering
membrane problem with and without ReadSensorShouldPass primitive.
In the ltering membrane problem, the modules must
determine whether or not to a ept an obje t. In
our ase the riterion for the lter to a ept an obje t was that the value returned by (ReadObje tVal
dire tion) be above 0.5. In order to solve the problem in our initial runs the GP system had to reate a
subtree testing for the a eptan e riterion.
As we tried to gauge how the system was doing, we
realized that we were using the existen e of su h a
subtree to determine how lose the GP system was to
a solution. We soon realized that one should not require an automati ode generation te hnique to guess
the problem as well as the solution, even if it an.
Thus we added a primitive that en apsulates the ltering riterion: the Boolean (ReadSensorShouldPass
dire tion) primitive
(LT(Add(0.4 0.1))(ReadObje tVal dire tion)).

Figure 2 shows the performan e of two GP runs,
one with the ReadSensorShouldPass primitive and
one without it. While the system ould solve
the problem without the (ReadSensorShouldPass
dire tion) primitive, its addition ertainly helped.
Further, for the evolution of the membrane ontrol
there is no reason to withhold this type of information about the problem statement itself. Note that
this situation is di erent from one in whi h one might
be trying to learn a good riterion, say for identifying
defe tive parts or a distinguishing hara teristi of a
set of obje ts.
Avoid large needle-in-the-haysta k sear hes

The tasks we des ribe above all require movement, as

do most modular roboti tasks in luding re on guration, lo omotion, and internal manipulation. But none
of the tness fun tions we used give any reward to
programs that have put together part, but not all, of
a sequen e that would result in movement. Sin e no
reward is given, the geneti programming system has
nothing to guide it towards movement.
Even at its simplest level, movement of a single TeleCube module is a omplex pro ess, involving bonding
with and unbonding from neighbors, expanding and
ontra t arms, and he king that the move is possible.
To get an impression the omplexity of a single movement, it is only ne essary at look at the movement
subtree involved in dis onne ting from the perpendi ular neighbors:
(ProgN (ProgN (Dis onne t 0.0) (Retra tArm
0.0)) (ProgN (Dis onne t 0.2) (Retra tArm
0.2)) (ProgN (Dis onne t 0.4) (Retra tArm
0.4)) (ProgN (Dis onne t 0.6) (Retra tArm
0.6)))

The ode above dis onne ts from the orre t neighbors in the ase the module is moving along the X
axis. Just to hoose Dis onne t and Retra t arm
from just the four physi al primitives has probablility
less than 10 3 . Choosing the appropriate onstants for
the Dis onne t and Retra t fun tions from the seven
numeri onstants also has probability less than 10 5 .
And hoosing the ve ProbN primitives has probability less than 10 5 . So the probability of nding the
orre t omponents is less than 10 13 .
Up to now we have only onsidered a subtree of the
sort that would orre tly dis onne t a module. In addition, one would need appropriate if statements to
determine the orre t dire tion, the appropriate arm
expansions and ontra tions to a omplish the movement, and a similar subtree to handle re onne tion
with any new neighbors. Thus, the simple move illustrated in Figure 3, given only the basi primitives
des ribed above, would require at least 12 di erent
primitives and well over 50 nodes. More ode would
be required to enable moves in all six dire tions, not
just one, and the gra eful handling of movement failures would require onsiderably more ode. Thus the
likelihood that su h a program would be reated given

no guidan e is impra ti ally small.
With the basi primitives, and a simple tness fun tion with no gradient towards movement from none,
the GP system would be sear hing blindly. Thus it is
extrodinarily unlikely that the GP system would su eed even in evolving movement. In fa t the problem
is harder still sin e only useful and used motion would
be rewarded. By asking geneti programming to evolve
movement, we are asking it to sear h for a needle, or
rather a few needles, in a very large haysta k.
A number of solutions are possible. One solution
would be to hange the tness fun tion so that it rewards partial programs out of whi h movement ould
be onstru ted. Another possibility is to simply evolve
movement rst and then use that solution as a primitive when evolving solutions to more omplex tasks.
Note that this approa h still requires determining a
tness fun tion that rewards partial solutions. It is
highly non-trivial to see how to design a prin ipled reward system. Figuring out prin ipled approa hes to
this problem, and other similar problems, is an open
resear h issue that ought to be of great interest to anyone trying to automati ally solve problems. An unprin ipled way of solving this problem is to hand- ode
a solution and then reward programs based on similarity with this solution. One might as well use the
hand- oded solution as a primitive in the rst pla e,
whi h is what we do.
A hieving simple motion, for instan e the motion illustrated in Figure 3, only requires reasoning at the lo al
level and is thus easier for a human to do than solutions to tasks that require global behavior to emerge
from the lo al a tions. Following basi operations used
by Kubi a, et. al. (Kubi a et. al., 2001), we reated
a movement primitive that enables modules to move a
distan e of one arm length in any of the six dire tions.
The movement is a omplished by simultaneously ontra ting the front arm and expanding the ba k arm
to e e tively \slide along the arms." The movement
primitive also he ks whether movement is possible,
reverses any steps taken prior to a failed he k, and
returns whether or not the movement has su eeded.
This example also serves to illustrate another prin iple
useful for e e tive ollaboration with a GP system in
solving a problem.
Hand-design parts that are easy for a human to write
but hard for a GP system to dis over.

5.3 REFINING THE PRIMITIVES
Delete or repla e unused primitives

If the system is solving a problem without ertain
primitives onsider removing or repla ing them. Use
this information to update your intuition if possible.
En apsulating su h primitives is a parti ularly attra tive hoi e in a number of situations.
En apsulate hard-to-use primitives

If the system is not using a primitive, or a set of primitives, e e tively, onsider giving the system higher
level primitives that it may be able to use more easily.
The best time to en apsulate a tions into primitives is
when a ertain subtree is needed.
The learest ase for removing a primitive is when a
higher level primitive repla es it. For example, the
implied TeleCube primitive (Dis onne t dire tion)
is automati ally handled by su h primitives as (Move
dire tion) and (Retra tArm dire tion). Further,
maintaining global onne tivity is vital for power routing and fa ilitates alignment of onne ting modules
and inter-module ommuni ation. Thus, we wish to
maintain a high level of onne tivity at all times and
additional uses of dis onne tion may not only be unne essary, but also detrimental. Thus, it an be said
that the dis onne t primitive was repla ed by in orporating it into higher-level primitives.
A se ond example of the removal of primitives is in
the more omplex problem of module ommuni ation.
Sin e ontrol is lo al, it would seem that ommuni ation between the modules would be required in order
for the robot to a hieve a task of any omplexity. Messages would enable modules to share information and
oordinate a tions. However, ommuni ation may not
be as ne essary for modular roboti tasks as humans
tend to think. Bennett and Rie el omment in their
on lusions that none of the solutions to any of the ve
tasks they studied (Bennett and Rie el, 2000) used the
ommuni ation apabilities provided. Similarly, while
the solution given in (Bennett et. al., 2001) ontains
two (SendMessage) ommands, sin e it ontains no
(ReadMessage) ommands, one an dedu e that the
ommuni ation apabilities were not used.
The la k of use of the ommuni ation primitives in
solutions to various problems suggest that a wider
lass of problems an be solved without ommuni ation than most humans would generally think. However, it also suggests that the provided ommuni ation primitives may be hard for a geneti programming system to use. E e tive ommuni ation requires
the generation of a quantity that would be useful to
ommuni ate, the sending of that quantity, the re eipt
of that quantity, and the use of that quantity by the
re eiver. In most ases, until all of these steps are in

One problem with the message primitives des ribed
above is that it is diÆ ult to send out information to
all neighbors or send dire tion dependent information,
su h as \move away." One interesting extension to the
ommuni ations apabilities des ribed above is the addition of gradients. Gradients are messages that are
broad ast to all surrounding neighbors. These neighbors in turn rebroad ast them to their neighbors, with
the strength of the gradient de ayed with ea h broadast.
Previous work with gradient messages in hand- oded
solutions was shown e e tive in (Bojinov et. al., 2000;
Kubi a et. al., 2001) and in (Shen et. al., 2000; Shen
et. al. 2000) where the gradients were alled s ents
and hormones respe tively. Of parti ularly interest is
the use of gradients for internal manipulation of obje ts. The use of s ents applied to the problem of
internal obje t manipulation in (Kubi a et. al., 2001)
limited the s ents to positive and negative, where modules were in lined to move towards the positive s ent
and away from the negative s ent. This implies further
spe ializing the messaging primitives to:





(SendPositiveGradient) Emits a positive gra-

dient

(SendNegativeGradient) Emits a negative gra-

dient

(HandleGradient) Tries to follow the gradients,
move towards positive gradient and away from
negative gradient. Returns true if a gradient was
dete ted and the module was able to move to follow it.

These ommuni ation primitives illustrate how human
experien e and intuition an be en oded in general
primitives. These primitives have the potential to
greatly redu e the spa e of programs that might be
sear hed in order to nd a solution. For example, the
positive and negative gradients above do not require
the use of onstants, simplifying the oordination and
handling of messages.
The tunnel world problem was designed as a test of
the ommuni ation primitives. It is relatively easy for
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Figure 4: Average solution performan e on the tunnel
problem for runs with di erent sets of ommuni ation
primitives.

the modules to move randomly around the world in
a group and for a single module to stop moving if it
dete ts an obje t. The problem gets in reasingly nontrivial when all of the modules are required to move as
lose as possible to the obje t. This implies the need
for at least impli it ommuni ation between the modules. Spe i ally, when a module dete ts the obje t it
must be able to say \move towards me" or something
similar.
To determine the e e tiveness of various ommuniation primitives, the problem was run 24 times in
ea h of three onditions: 1) no ommuni ation primitives, 2) only the messaging primitives, and 3) only
the positive gradient primitives (SendPositive and
HandleGradients). The average ost for these trials
during ea h generation of the GP runs was re orded
and is shown in Figure 4. On e again, the intuitive differen e is re e ted in the su ess of the runs that were
able to use the positive gradients. The solutions that
an ontain positive gradients perform the best after
the 150 generations, while the solutions that ould not
have any message passing ommands in them perform
noti ably worse.
Consider deleting unused primitives

A ase an be made for keeping primitives that immediately appear to have no bene t. The argument goes
that if they are not needed, GP will evolve solutions
that do not use them. Despite this argument, it is
important to pla e some restri tions on the number of
primitives. As the number of primitives in reases, the
sear h spa e of possible programs in reases. Thus one
should onsider deleting unused primitives, as well as

repla ing or en apsulating them.
In addition to using hand- oding and geneti programming to develop primitives, the ombination of te hniques lead to ases where primitives were found to
be ine e tive and thus ould be removed. For example, in the ltering membrane problem des ribed
above, the primitives (HasNeighbor dire tion)
and (ReadSensorNeighborDist dire tion) were
not used in early su essful solutions. In addition,
early attempts to hand- ode the solution did not reveal any apparent bene t to them. Thus, they were
removed for later runs. A viable solution was found
without these primitives.
Consider adding primitives

It may be ome apparent after some runs that ertain
primitives might be ne essary or helpful. In parti ular, revisit the points of previous se tion. In our ase,
it was at this point that we realized a movement primitive was ne essary, even though that ould have been
lear at the start. Also, some of the gradient primitives ould be viewed in this way, sin e it is arguable
that they repla e rather than en apsulate the initial
message primitives.

5.4 PRIMITIVES FOR RELATED
PROBLEMS
Consider using results, or partial results, from similar
problems as primitives.

Solutions, or pie e of solutions, found by geneti programming to similar problems, in luding easier versions of problems or related subproblems, an provide
useful and robust primitives for more omplex problems.
A sorting membrane needs to be able to pass obje ts
through its stru ture just as a ltering membrane does.
The solution found for the ltering membrane problem ontains a qui k and eÆ ient way to pass obje ts
through a stru ture of modules. By examining the
solution provided by geneti programming, we an remove unne essary sub-trees to obtain:
(If (ReadSensorObje tShouldPass 0.0) (If (If
(ProgN (Move 1.0) (Retra tArm 0.8)) (ProgN
(ProgN (Move 1.0) (Retra tArm 0.8)) (Move
1.0)) (Retra tArm 0.1)) Move 1.0) (Move
0.4)) NormalizeDensity)

Although this program does not provide for 100% su ess on all problems (Kubi a and Rie el, 2002), the
result is a relatively eÆ ient ltering program. At the
highest level of the primitive is an If lause dependent
on the ReadSensorShouldPass primitive. By simply

repla ing (ReadSensorObje tShouldPass 0.0) with
(ReadSensorIsObje t 0.0) we were able to provide
later membrane problems with a robust (Drop) primitive.

6

FUTURE WORK

Ideally, a system for automati ally generating modular roboti ode would only need a des ription of the
apabilities of the modules and the desired behavior
for the system to nd a solution. Unfortunately, we
are urrently far from su h a system. In parti ular,
urrent evolutionary approa hs are not suÆ iently advan ed to be able to solve many omplex problems on
their own.
One diÆ ulty fa ing su h systems is that they are often not apable of deriving an e e tive set of primitives from the information they are given. Determining tness fun tions is also a nontrivial problem,
parti ularly how to reward useful pie es that are not
measured by a tness fun tion oming dire tly from
a problem statement. The problem of modular robot
ontrol, parti ular that of generating e e tive ommuni ation for modular roboti systems, provides a good
area in whi h to explore approa hes to this problem.
A rst step towards a more automated system is to
identify situation in whi h urrent systems need help.
A better understanding of how a human and a system
an ollaborate to e e tively solve a problem, an lead
not only to guidelines that an help humans solve problems more eÆ iently with the help of ma hines, but
ould lead to insights that ould ultimately enable the
automation of some of the pro esses urrently requiring human input. Our hope is that our e ort here not
only ontributes to this dire tion, but will also en ourage others to do more work along these lines. These
problems are diÆ ult, but not so hard that progress
annot be made.
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